Kapitel 1 Study Guide

1. **du vs. Sie**
   a. Give examples of with whom you would use each

2. **numbers**

3. **Greetings & goodbyes**
   a. formal vs. informal, where used (northern/southern Germany, Austria), etc.
   b. True/False statements

4. **Questions & answers**
   a. be able to answer questions in full sentences in German
   b. match questions to answers
   c. listening activity: pick best answer for question

5. **VOCABULARY!!! (1A & 1B vocab lists)**
   a. -Fill in the blank sentences with a wordbank
   b. -Listening activities:
      i. -hear short conversations and say if they are logical or not
      ii. -hear short conversations & say whether or not they match the picture given
      iii. -hear question/statement & choose best response

   **Study ALL sets at quizlet.com/jsiess in Intro & Kapitel 1 folder**

   Kapitel 1A Review Sheet & Kapitel 1B Review Sheet are VERY GOOD resources as well